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The Office of the Victorian Government Architect OVGA makes the following submission into the
Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations.
Melbourne like many liveable cities is intensifying with rapid population growth putting pressure on
environmental infrastructure. Public space is increasingly contested. Public open and green spaces
are one of the main elements that make our cities distinctive, attractive and liveable. Open space
brings multifaceted value, and it links human health with the social and economic vitality of the city.
Accessible public open space is attributed with engagement with nature, aboriginal and local cultural
heritage and linked to sustainable urban living including mitigating the effects of climate change. The
Covid19 pandemic has heightened the already important role of well planned, designed, plentiful,
connected and generous environmental infrastructure in densifying cities.
The OVGA’s perspective on the provision of environmental infrastructure has been developed
through engagement in significant projects, including major transport infrastructure and priority
precincts, and issues raised in hundreds of design reviews. This submission also reflects issues
identified by professional associations, and targeted sessions with expert panel members from the
Victorian Design Review Panel.

Summary Recommendations
The work of the OVGA points to ten important considerations to inform the Committee in its
deliberations. These are supported by case studies that demonstrate how high quality, equitable
green space is being achieved.
1

Adopt a broader definition of the value of environmental infrastructure

2

Government should place a high priority on visionary, integrated and long term spatial
planning for environmental infrastructure

3

Catalyse environmental infrastructure improvements through major transport infrastructure
projects and other city-shaping change

4

Consider blue/green/brown systems associated with environmental infrastructure, not just
the surface characteristic

5

Align movement of people, communities and environmental systems

6

Invest in the design quality of environmental infrastructure. Quality is as important as quantity

7

Be generous as well as equitable

8

Be creative, drive innovation, and embrace wider contributions to environmental
infrastructure outcomes

9

Create spaces that are unambiguously public and that invite use and engagement

10

Continue a bold legacy – build on past plans and implement enduring places for the future.
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Recommendations
1

Adopt a broader definition of the value of environmental infrastructure

The parameters identified in the enquiry’s terms of reference are broadly considered in this
submission, including the amplified importance of public space in a densifying city. We understand
that the items of particular interest to the Committee include parks and open space, sporting fields,
forest and bushland, wildlife corridors and waterways in or close to urbanised areas. However,
environmental infrastructure in a densifying city is broader than adequate parks or sports fields. It
includes the network of ecological and physical systems that makeup the urban fabric and enable
the resilience of our cities. It is also about achieving environmental objectives, community and
physical health, and the processes through which environmental infrastructure are generated and
sustained.
Recommendations
1.1

A broader definition of environmental infrastructure should encompass measures of
environmental as well as community and health benefits.

1.2

A more strategic approach should be adopted acknowledging the intrinsic value and
importance of environmental infrastructure beyond the important provision of space for
growing populations. This includes recognition of the diversity and varied roles that green
and open spaces play as interdependent systems that support nature, activity,
distinctiveness and quality of life. This holistic and layered approach needs to be the genuine
starting point to advocate for and continue the legacy of distinctive environmental
infrastructure systems.

1.3

Champion the importance of environmental infrastructure through a designated Minister
and commitment to appropriate funding and resourcing.

Case Study
-

Public Space Charter. NSW State Government
collaboration across departments. Agencies
asked to adopt and endorse the charter in
2021 with a commitment to quality places and
the health and wellbeing outcomes. The
Charter supports the Greener Public Spaces
Premier’s Priority to increase the proportion
of homes in urban areas within 10 minutes’
walk of quality green, open and public space
by 10 per cent by 2023 and will ensure an
ongoing commitment to quality public space
in NSW.

Figure 1 NSW Public Space Charter – Principles
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2

Government should place a high priority on visionary, integrated and long term spatial
planning for environmental infrastructure

Design led strategic planning is a significant investment in future public spaces, parks and
recreational facilities, from state-wide to city/region and neighbourhood scales. These city shaping
plans provide clarity of land use and extent of public space to be provided for and protected. Done
well the plans embody the spatial ambition for compact, liveable, urban areas with equitable access
to environmental infrastructure for a growing population.
Strategic open space plans provide a framework for delivery of smaller projects. Melbourne’s Draft
Metropolitan Open Space Strategy is well developed, this now needs to be committed to and
championed to inform an integrated network of spaces.
Strategic spatial planning is an opportunity for leadership. With hindsight, the Metropolitan Plans
that shaped central and inner Melbourne gave clear long term spatial planning. This endures as a
framework of connected, generous green spaces, green wedges and corridors. The city has
densified around this. This generous approach needs to be extended and expanded to sprawling
growth areas but is most efficiently delivered within a compact city.
Parks and open space are essential infrastructure. They are equally as important as rail, road and
other services. The value of green infrastructure is strengthened when it is considered as one of
multiple layers that knit together to support a great and functional city. Strategic infrastructure plans
for transport, environmental, community and housing infrastructure should be aligned, holistically
considered and integrated.

Figure 2 Various Victorian Government plans that are integrated

Recommendations
2.1

Endorse the Draft Metropolitan Open Space Strategy and elevate its ambitions to that of
other infrastructure planning and implementation

2.2

Ensure that ‘green infrastructure planning has the same importance as ‘grey infrastructure’

2.3

Advocate for integrated open space planning at all scales and Government levels

2.4

Plan and protect Melbourne’s green wedges and peri-urban areas as the green lungs of
Melbourne to support a compact and walkable city model

2.5

Sustain local agricultural production with clear and immovable boundaries between urban
and peri-urban areas.
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Case studies

-

Sydney Green Grid – Spatial Framework and Project Opportunities 2017, NSW
Planning Department and the Government Architect. A State Government
commitment to deliver a network of high-quality green space that connects town
centres, public transport hubs, and major residential areas. The Sydney Green Grid
aims to deliver an interconnected network of open space that will keep the city cool,
encourage healthy living, enhance biodiversity and ensure ecological resilience.
Linkages between open spaces are fostered within the wider public realm through
enhancing creek corridors, transport routes, suburban streets, footpaths and cycle
ways.

Figure 3 Sydney Green Grid - Green Infrastructure

-

Draft Bendigo Public Space Strategy 2017-2021. A long term strategy that will guide
the coordinated planning, design, use and management of Bendigo’s public spaces.
Key themes include the creation of a network of shared paths to connect parks,
streets, creek lines and rail lines, planning a recycled water network to irrigate public
space and a focus on walkable neighbourhoods.
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3

Catalyse environmental infrastructure improvements through major transport
infrastructure projects and other city-shaping change

Major infrastructure projects create an opportunity catalyse public space improvements. These
spaces can reconnect communities and pedestrian and cycling networks and enhance existing
natural and green features. The singular roll-out of major transport infrastructure risks alienating
communities by severing connections, natural corridors and encroaching on parks. Environmental
assets are under threat from the expanded corridors of road and rail. The implementation of major
transport infrastructure must not be considered in isolation from environmental infrastructure.
Historically, urban roadways have often followed the path of least resistance and been located in
parkland or along sensitive river and creek corridors. There is an extraordinary opportunity to repair
these green linkages. These outcomes for connection and repair may be as much opportunistic as
planned. Compulsory acquisition is a relatively common way to acquire land for infrastructure but
not open space. The delivery of major transport infrastructure is an opportunity to bring significant
environmental improvement. The risk is that these opportunities will be subsumed in the
momentum and cost of ‘big infrastructure’.

Figure 4 Public space, pedestrian and cycling connectivity severed between Fishermans Bend, the Docklands and the city

Figure 5 Yarra River edge consumed by road infrastructure but with a bike path attached to the river/road edge
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Recommendations
3.1

Include triggers for delivery of environmental infrastructure in major road and rail projects
funding, including to compulsorily acquire land.

3.2

Mandate planning, design and delivery of environmental infrastructure as a percentage of
road and rail infrastructure projects.

3.3

Embed environmental infrastructure provision in the Transport Integration Act

3.4

Develop an integrated Metropolitan Transport Plan that includes environmental
infrastructure

3.5

Reconnect cycling networks and strengthen cycling infrastructure at transport hubs

3.6

Catalyse opportunities for land acquisition or swaps for parks and recreational spaces in
transport infrastructure projects

3.7

Reallocate road space to public realm and active travel networks along activity centres,
public transport corridors

3.8

Use redundant or future infrastructure corridors such as land owned by VicTrak for
environmental infrastructure.

3.9

Implement the Pilots and Trials Framework by DOT to test evolving uses for streets

Case studies
- Birrarung Marr + Federation Square. City of Melbourne + TCL, Lab Architecture.
Reconnection through bridging of the railway line. Reopening of the water’s edge as a
significant public space connecting sports and arts precincts.
- Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal and linear park. LXRA and ASPECT Studios
and Cox Architecture. The project transformed 22 hectares of open space into a green linear
park and enhanced opportunity for community sport, retail, cross-corridor connectivity and
social interaction. This linear park proposition was a game changer especially when
councils were given the money to maintain these spaces.

Figure 6 Caufield to Dandenong public space under railway line
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4

Consider blue/green/brown systems associated with environmental infrastructure, not just
the surface characteristics

Well planned, contiguous and close environmental infrastructure is essential for good human and
environmental health. This is a broad definition of health that embraces not just human health but
also the health of the environment and mitigation of climate change.
Design for healthy natural systems is an essential part of urban environmental infrastructure. The
network of parks and streets are also urban waterways, cool streets, green and biodiverse corridors.
This is even more necessary in a densifying city and warming climate. Making streets more
permeable and roads, parks and waterways greener by planting more trees will make the city air
cleaner and cooler.
Recommendations
4.1

Develop a metropolitan forest strategy with ambitious tree planting targets

4.2

Support local councils to develop strategies to strengthen blue, green and brown
infrastructure

4.3

Develop strategies to increase groundwater permeability and reduce the extent of hard
impermeable surfaces including roads to counter Urban Heat Island Effect

4.4

Mandate WSUD in streets and public spaces in renewal areas and growth corridors

4.5

Advocate for implementation of the urban forest across Metropolitan Melbourne to reduce
the heat island effect

4.6

Engage with indigenous cultural owners to understand natural and cultural systems

Case Studies
- The Urban Forest Strategy, 2014, The City of Melbourne
- Moonee Ponds Creek - Chain of Ponds. The Chain of Ponds is an action plan to inform
planning and implementation of projects along the Moonee Ponds Creek by exploring
appropriate design and ecological strategies to improve the creek. Faced with a rapidly
growing population, this new approach to urban design focuses on the important role that
natural systems, biodiversity and contact with living things plays in the health of individuals
and by extension the health of the city. This strategy understands the city as an ecology.

Figure 7 Chain of Ponds
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5

Align movement of people, communities and environmental systems

Walking and cycling and open space design are intrinsically connected. Green infrastructure is often
located along waterways creating long green corridors with gentle topography ideal for walking and
cycling. The design of parks, waterways and streets are the essential network for active transport.
When purpose designed with generous proportions this becomes an effective system for safe use by
multiple age groups and speeds. Often there are gaps in these networks that stymie active
transport’s full potential. A well designed and connected network must be planned and
implemented.
Recommendations
5.1

Support an integrated Strategic Transport Plan for Melbourne

5.2

Prioritise active transport and connected corridors in the Metropolitan Open Space Strategy.

5.3

Embed the DOT Movement and Place Framework in all transport and planning to support
better places for people and more opportunities for walking, cycling and lingering

5.4

Support Plan Melbourne with stronger implementation of 20 minute neighbourhoods

5.5

Join up the network and fill gaps by a targeted project

5.6

Strengthen the accessibility by advocating for universal design.

Case Studies
- Darebin Yarra Trail Link connects gaps and provides well designed active transport
corridors.

Figure 8 Darebin Yarra Trail
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6

Invest in the design quality of environmental infrastructure. Quality is as important as
quantity

Quality is as important as quantity. While quotas of space per person are important measures, these
don’t equate with or deliver high quality public space. To achieve quality open space in a densifying
city with increasing pressures on available private open space, all public environmental
infrastructure needs to work harder. This is particularly evident in priority development precincts.
The needs of communities must better inform design in denser communities. This will be more
complex where there are competing pressures for use of space. In priority precincts where
densification is encouraged, there will be the greatest need to design to the competing community
needs of open space.
In a densifying city there is greater need to design for natural as well as formalised spaces. A
combination of passive and active recreation opportunities is needed in parks and green spaces.
Design for greater program diversity will also be needed in parks. Larger parks do this better
allowing for uncurated spaces and diversity of uses and activities. Multi-disciplinary teams are
needed to effectively understand, design and deliver on these changing priorities and competing
needs.
Higher demand on environmental infrastructure highlights the important role that streets have in
expanding the public space network. The design of many streets will need to better support
pedestrian movement over that of cars. To achieve this public space should also not be seen as a
dumping ground for street elements, facilities and ancillary transport structures. The siting and
location of such elements should ensure that these spaces are uncluttered and unencumbered by
secondary assets and utilities.
The quality of environmental infrastructure is also dependent on long term investment and
maintenance. Many open spaces, even the significantly large ones delivered, are often poorly
maintained and neglected. This shortfall in investment may also result in the need to introduce
private or ambiguously public uses to fund maintenance.
Recommendations
Prioritise the delivery of quality open space and invest in processes that support design quality including competitions, expert design review, awards and celebration of successful projects through
case studies
Engage accomplished design professionals to design and deliver environmental infrastructure
Protect wild and natural spaces in strategic and local plans
Tie contributions to maintenance to major infrastructure projects and fund the long term
maintenance of these public green spaces by Local Government.
Case Studies
- Movement and Place NSW and Movement and Place by VicRoads provide a strategy to
balance design for priority movement and place
- The Park and the Square - design competition by Melbourne University, AILA and OVGA
2019
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Figure 9 The Park and the Square - Winning Competition Entry by Marti Fooks et al, Melbourne University

7

Be generous as well as equitable

Equitable distribution of public space across a city is important, as is the access to different types of
space. The location, size and form of environmental infrastructure will need to be considered more
rigorously to be fit for multiple purposes in a densifying city. While pocket parks have a role,
generously proportioned local and regional scale parks are needed to support a range of uses as
demand increases.
The distribution of large, well designed open space is inequitable across Melbourne. This gets worse
in a sprawling city. Only 49% of people have access to a park greater than one and half hectares in
Melbourne now. There is also a particular issue in the adequate and equitable provision of sporting
fields across Melbourne.
Targets for open space amounts exist, such as world health measure of 9m2 per person, but these
are not delivered in many Melbourne suburbs1. Targets for the different sorts of spaces needed also
exist, but these are not being delivered on in the fringe of Melbourne or in middle ring activity
centres - particularly large active spaces. Densely populated suburbs such as Collingwood and South
Yarra already have insufficient public and green space for existing and as well as future residents but
benefit from very large parks nearby because of their inner city location. Other sound aspirations
such as the 20 minute city are not delivering good access to large parks especially in fringe growth
areas.

1

Billie Giles-Corti 2017 ‘Garden Cities no more: Australia’s leafy urban centres are under pressure’, Foreground.
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Recommendations
7.1

Ensure targets for a variety of parks are actually delivered, especially in growth areas

7.2

Ensure generous open space is close (5 minute walk) and equitably distributed

7.3

Prioritise large parks in the planning of new suburbs, priority precincts and emerging places
(including Suburban Rail Loop centres and growth corridors). Larger parks greater than 1.5ha
need to be planned, delivered and protected from encroachment.

7.4

Ensure pocket parks are generous is size. Small parks or spaces have more value as a
contiguous and connected network of green spaces, so ensure they are linked

7.5

Open Space Levies collected are being used to strategically acquire land and deliver well
located spaces, connected to green corridors.

Case Studies
-

Fishermans Bend Open Space Strategy - different types and quantities of public space 2017.

Figure 10 Fishermans Bend Public Space Strategy - Framework of public space type and sizes
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8

Be creative, drive innovation, and embrace wider contributions to environmental
infrastructure

Spaces that are not clearly public can extend the environmental infrastructure network. Places such
as golf courses, schools, cemeteries, hospital gardens, underutilised sports fields, former rail
corridors, surface car parks etc. take up large areas of the city. Unlocking access to these spaces can
effectively extend the network public/green space.
Proactive management and creative design approaches are needed to gain access to private or
function specific public space. Golf courses, cemeteries, schools and universities are perceived as
private space and not typically accessible. However, there are good examples where these spaces
are flexibly designed to allow public use. Flexibility and accessibility can be driven by State or Local
Government, leading to the sharing of facilities and more public spaces for a growing city.
To gain access to these ambiguous spaces collaboration and leadership are needed to shift the
approach to be made publicly accessible. These spaces are not a substitute for quality, well designed
and delivered environmental infrastructure.
Recommendations
8.1

Develop and implement a creative strategy for use of underutilised private land for broader
community benefit

8.2

Identify underutilised semi-private Government land (with Land Use Victoria) that can be
used to expand the open space network

8.3

Encourage policy change for multiple uses for areas such as golf courses and cemeteries
schools and sporting grounds

8.4

Advocate for cultural change and management practices in the use of school grounds and
university campuses for community and sporting use.

Case Studies
- Greater Melbourne Cemetery Trust - Harkness Memorial Park Masterplan aims to
reimagine the cemetery as public open space. Cemeteries have large footprints and long
lifespans and have an increasingly important role to play in addressing the challenges of
enough public space for a growing population.

Figure 11 Harkness Memorial Park Masterplan Area
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9

Overcome barriers to using encumbered space to invite public use

Space that looks green on a map is often encumbered space that is locked away from public access.
Some of this land is owned by State Government departments such as VicTrack, Melbourne Water
and PTV. The physical characteristics of this land as ports, easements for services, used or redundant
pipelines means that it may be able to be used creatively as public space or active transport
corridors. Single uses such as ports are land hungry and lock up access to natural features. When
used creatively they create continuous corridors or give access to natural features such as rivers and
the bay. Strategies to use encumbered land are not easy wins and often have challenging barriers to
achieving access and usability. However, there are good examples of the re-use of pipelines, rail lines
or public use of working ports and community utilisation of encumbered land. There is a legacy of
access to public waterways in Australia that is important to maintain.
While this is not core open space, it is space where parts of the city can work harder to improve the
environmental infrastructure of the city.
Recommendations
9.1

Engage with major public landowners such as Melbourne Water, Yarra River Keeper, Parks
Victoria, VicTrack, PTV etc to advocate and implement for access to encumbered land.

9.2

Provide guidance and community grants to plan and plant in encumbered land based on the
Melbourne Water model

9.3

Engage early with the OVGA about public space access in planning and infrastructure
decisions for long term public space access eg. ports, railways, renewal precincts/corridors.

Case Studies
- Greening the Pipeline, Melbourne Water and Wyndham City Council. Redundant pipeline
re-used as public space.

Figure 12 Section of Greening the Pipeline initiatives
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10

Continue a bold legacy – build on past plans and implement enduring places for the future

Large parks and green corridors are defining in the quality of Melbourne and regional cities. City
defining, generous environmental infrastructure must continue to be planned for, protected and
delivered. Historically Melbourne’s city plan made bold provisions for public spaces and significant
corridors. These large gestures are the legacy projects whose generous provision and central
position define a distinctive and liveable city that can accommodate growth. They also equip the city
to be resilient to counter the effects of climate change and the urban heat island effect.
Greater clarity of responsibility for planning, design and most of all delivery of generous
environmental infrastructure is needed. New plans are not necessarily needed – just buy-in,

commitment + good governance.
Recommendations
10.1

Implement generous open space provision in the planning of new suburbs, precincts and
places (including Suburban Rail Loop and outer growth areas). Give public space provision
primacy in Precinct Structure Planning.

10.2

Delivery well located, high quality, generous open space within current urban extents.

10.3

Review the governance structure for public space planning, acquisition and implementation.

Case Studies
- Numerous plans for Melbourne including the 1954 Open Space Plan. Provision for green
wedges, Hoddle Grid, Melbourne Central Parklands including Royal Park, Royal Botanic
Gardens and middle ring large parks such as Westafolds Park, Templestowe

Figure 13 1954 Open Space Plan - Principal existing and
proposed reservations
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Figure 14 1882 Plan for Melbourne

-

Yarra River Strategic Plan. Melbourne Water. Draft released January 2020. The Yarra
Strategic Plan is the first integrated corridor plan developed collaboratively by
representatives from the Wurundjeri Woi wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation,
as well as all 15 state and local government agencies involved in managing the river. This
unprecedented alliance demonstrates the serious and sustained commitment, by all levels of
government, to protect the Yarra River corridor for future generations. The landmark Yarra
River Protection (Wilip-gin Birrarung murron) Act 2017 enshrines in law the protection of the
Yarra River and its management as a single living entity.
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